CUNY Affinity
Collected Feedback
2019-2020
The CUNY Affinity Team’s approach to Professional Learning was two-pronged. We bring people
together for collaborative learning and in the process help participants develop their capacity to lead
professional learning in their schools. We are present in schools to reinforce, coach, problem solve, model
and support leaders at all levels. Our work in collaborative sessions permits us to reinforce relationships
and strengthen trust outside the school setting, making our school-based time more impactful. For a
complete overview of our Professional Learning Model click here.
This year, working with more than 70 classroom teachers, we offered Discipline Specific Professional
Development in the following areas:




Mathematics: Algebra 1 Algebra 2 and Geometry
Aligning Literacy in ELA and Social Studies
Science: Earth Science, Living Environment and Chemistry

Feedback was collected after each session and an End-Year Survey was distributed to each teacher and
used to help our team make adjustments between sessions. Feedback submission for each session was
generally 100%. Follow up on-site coaching and cross-school visits were facilitated by CUNY team
members
Our Leadership Development Professional Development included:





Assistant Principal Collaborative sessions, which included school visits
On-site coaching for Assistant Principals
On-site coaching for Principals
On-site coaching for Teacher Leaders

For a complete overview of our specific Professional Learning sessions click here.
Following, are the results of the End-Year Surveys conducted in June 2020 and feedback data from
individual Discipline Specific Professional Development Sessions

Principal End-Year Survey
The Principal End-Year Survey asked Principals to respond pertaining to the entire range of support (for Principals, Assistant
Principals, Classroom Teachers and various teams) provided by our CUNY Team. As of June 15th, 20 of 22 Principals
responded.

Click to see complete Principal End-Year Survey results
Some key data points:

Just a few representative comments:
Principal Support






I know that CUNY will support me when any and every
problem I come across. Alan, Charles and Kavita have
made themselves available to me 24 hours a day/7 days a
week. I would not have survived my first 2 years as a
principal without their support!
Solid and insightful
I always appreciate the coaching I receive from Alan. He is
able to push my thinking and get me to think about my
approach from different angles.
The support from CUNY prior to remote learning provided
an unbiased lens that confirmed the administrations
viewpoint on areas that needed improvement, illuminated
potential areas of concern and also provided possibilities to
impact serious change.

Teacher Support





The CUNY team made themselves available throughout the
year with weekly visits
The professional development that my teachers have
received has empowered them as the experts in their
classroom and increased their effectiveness as teachers
The CUNY team was always available to provide support
and guidance to enhance our remote systems and structures
Tremendously helpful in not only providing resources and
professional learning resources, but also in implementing
and making use of those resources in this remote context

Communication





Important points were communicated in an efficient way
that was respectful of time constraints.
Excellent! Communication with CUNY is always
transparent and action oriented.
I appreciated the email summaries.
CUNY team members were available to meet with
administrative team to provide next steps, feedback, and
answer questions.

Supports after going remote







The support has felt "stronger" in remote, partly because
the members are so present at our school meetings, as such,
have become thorough thought partners.
Charles checked in with me particularly in the beginning
when there were many unknowns
Alan has been respectful of my time and found ways to
check in that do not feel like an additional burden.
The support from CUNY after going remote provided an
essential space to be heard, to share concerns, address
common issues that we were facing, while also shedding
light on potential challenges that may arise. It decreased the
feelings of isolation regarding challenges that presented
itself as a result of the pandemic.
During remote support was more consistent. Various online
videoconference platforms allowed team members to attend
various meetings with school administrative team, faculty
and staff conferences. After each meeting we assessed and
reflected on meeting.

Teacher End-Year Survey
Feedback was solicited from all teachers CUNY worked with during SY1920. Results were combined regardless of which
discipline they taught or which workshops they attended. Some responses are separated by those who attended workshops
and those who did not. 69 teachers responded. 58 of them participated in Discipline Specific PD.

Click to see complete Teacher End-Year Survey results
Some key data points:

Just a few representative comments:
Specific examples of a change in practice related
directly to attending a session (including visits):












Helping students study and practice using content
vocabulary by providing them with weekly vocabulary
quizzes, head up games to review unit content, and the
vocabulary triangles that will students make connections
about the words they are learning.
I started letting my students do more of the talking.
All of the successful classrooms had students doing most of
the talking and teaching. Students were working in pairs or
groups to solve problems and there was more student
interaction that in my classrooms. After my visit, I started
to adopt a classroom culture that aligned more with the
classrooms I visited on my tour. I started to ask students to
explain, and correct each others work, and included more
pair work.
Aligning the Algebra I and II curriculums
My co-teacher Emily and I really revised our annotating
methods and standards after collaborating with Shelley.
I started using Anchor Charts.
For the first time, Shelley helped me to see the many
parallels between the History Regents essays and ELA
Regents argument essay. She helped us find a common
structure to teach both essay formats at the same time - a
revelation!
Using "My favorite No" is a strategy that I apply in my
instructional practices as a result of attending the sessions.

Describe a change made based on follow up
support:











Modified my lesson in terms of having and creating openended questions to promote deeper thinking.
We created an LE/Algebra course which was able to ask the
students to think mathematically with out having to do
several calculations, which the students found
overwhelming.
Emily and I completely revamped our annotations work
with our students after working with Shelley.
My co-teacher and I developed a new approach to remote
teaching that incorporated short video bursts (under five
minutes) into interactive digital lessons inspired by the
ongoing coaching conversations we engaged in.
Shelley was really able to help me get all the SS teachers in
the 6th grade on board with reading texts at grade level. I
had been getting quite a bit of resistance.
Instead of having multiple-choice questions on my
assignments, I decided to incorporate more open-ended
questions to allow students to show their thinking.
Using Regents questions in my class as a way to facilitate
discussion and understanding after a lab.
The conversations during department meetings. They made
us think about what September will be like letting go of
what we thought it would like. They shared best practices
with us so that we are looking at ways to incorporate these
practices with the platform (teams) we are using.

Assistant Principal End-Year Survey
Feedback was solicited from all Assistant Principals who worked over time with a member of the CUNY whether they attended
the Assistant Principal Collaborative series or not. Some responses are separated by those who attended the series and those
who did not. 100% of the 15 who participated in AP Collaborative responded.
Click to see complete Assistant Principal Survey results

Some key data points:

Just a few representative comments:
About the AP Collaborative sessions:

Comments on experience once we went remote:









The AP Collaborative influenced my supervisory practice
by giving me the opportunity to reflect on my feedback
process and delivery, when debriefing with teachers.
Although I always celebrate teachers glows, I realized that
the bulk of the time during feedback was spent on the
grows. The collaborative allowed me to readjust my
feedback priorities, to ensure time for praise, to move
toward the overall goal of building teacher self-efficacy,
and growth in practice.
As a host, it provided me the opportunity to reflect on the
progress of our school and the direction we would like to
go. Having time to provide context and then get feedback
from individuals outside our school is very valuable.
I attended one of the meetings when went out on remote
learning. I found Alan and his team, especially Charles and
Kavita, super supportive and full of good ideas. They
allowed space for everyone's voice and the content was
great. It was great to hear how other school were handling
teacher and student issues and how our leadership vantage
point had changed.






I’ve never felt more connected to the CUNY team. Their
support for myself and our community was only enhanced
during distance learning.
Location is a primary advantage. This was a better solution
for school in opposite sides of NYC.
The amount of support increased, with contact increasing to
more than once a week. CUNY team members have been
able to participate in more teacher team meetings, such as
weekly grade team meetings and faculty conferences.
It was helpful to meet with other APs and CUNY members
to discuss problems of practice and how everyone is
handling the challenges that we were faced with during this
difficult time. CUNY members continued to reach out to us
throughout the time to find out how they can best support
the teachers and us in our roles.

Discipline Specific Session Feedback
Some of the sections of the feedback are extracted below – but this information does not present a complete picture of the range
of feedback solicited. Scanning the entire feedback document (via links) provides a more complete picture. In general, feedback
was submitted from 100% of participants and is used by facilitators to make adjustment. By looking at them all, the coherence
of our approach to building capacity to teach as well as to lead colleagues “back at school” becomes clearer.

Algebra I and II, Session 3, (January 8, 2020)
Click to see complete feedback results for Algebra 1 & 2, Session 3

Some key data points:

Just a few representative comments:
One key take-away

How will you apply what you learned today












The inclusion of student choice in assessments
Include more formative assessments through peer to peer
feedback
Math writing journal to be used and kept in class
During the feedback session, colleagues who observed my
lesson provided me with some great suggestions of
strategies for improving my students’ ability to expression
their mathematical understanding through writing.
Tuning an assessment and the importance of student
explanation and giving students the space and opportunity
to show and reflect on their work.



Infuse student choice in our resources and planning
I would like to read about culture responsive teaching, as
well as the ideas of warm demanding
As part of my reflection when grading an assignment, am I
grading as a 'warm demander' or as a 'technocrat' and what
are the implications for the student in terms of equity. I will
try to be a facilitator in the classroom and let my students
do the work themselves for the most part.

Aligning Literacy in ELA and Social Studies, (February 4, 2020)
Click to see complete feedback results for Aligning Literacy in ELA and Social Studies, Session 4

Some key data points:

Just a few representative comments:
What are your take-ways from your collaboration with colleagues & how will you utilize what your
learned today?









More time for discussion before writing
Student discussion is important to build inferences
Visiting other people’s classrooms is super helpful in seeing my own work more clearly!
like the use of sticky notes to aide student thoughts during image analysis
Planning more discussion time, more extended writing based on reading and discussing
I will definitely include more note taking and listening activities which I will be doing tomorrow for my English class. I will also allow
my students to discuss with each other about the notes they have taken and add on to their notes after a discussion.
I will try to focus more on thinking about what my students were thinking when completing writing tasks; I will use the ATLAS
protocol with my department members to analyze student work; I will structure writing around text and discussion.
Look at student work from a different perspective. Not what students got wrong but what students were confused about, and how to
guide instruction to fix this miscommunication

Living Environment, Session 4, (February 5, 2020)
Click to see complete feedback results for Living Environment, Session 4

Some key data points:

Learn from colleagues

Plan for a mini lesson or activity

Examine an instructional practice

Map out future lesson or lab

Increase engagement and coherence for students

Just a few representative comments:
Did you learn anything from a colleague that you think will be helpful? How will what you learned today inform
your planning and instruction between now and our next visit?






Classroom protocols from Wendy and Soraya
How to scaffold annotations of infographs to better support student's understanding.
I will include more variety of writing activities in my lessons
I would use re-write techniques to support one paragraph of well-constructed content writing. Then model how to identify
key information in Regents short answer questions.
Sharing writing activities for lab.

Earth Science, Session 3, (February 7, 2020)
Click to see complete feedback results for Earth Science – Session 3

Some key data points:

Learn from colleagues

Examine an instructional practice

Plan for a “close watch

Increase engagement

Receive Feedback

and coherence

Just a few representative comments:
Did you learn anything from a colleague that you think will be helpful? How will what you learned today inform
your planning and instruction between now and our next visit?






Yes. In the classroom visit I was able to observe how students were supported with the start of graphing the data
and then left to independently follow the procedure.
Save the Last Word (protocol) to use for students; Extended conclusions on labs where students have to
connect different ideas from previous units; vocabulary envelopes; video (Edpuzzle)
Mundo’s explicit expectations of students during videos and norms he had established were very helpful to see
I learned about how to model annotation and used that in my class today, I used the elmo to model annotating
an article students will be using for their research project.
I’ m thinking of adding a small lab report to the lab I am administering over the next two days.

